
Lecture 1: What is mobile platform security?

Summary: In the first lecture, we look into some key concepts of access control, such as reference 
monitors, discretionary and mandatory access control, protection state, policy and enforcement. We 
also learn what mobile platform security is and how it has emerged, also learn core principles in 
designing secure operating systems and protection systems.

Access control

The purpose of access control is to protect something of value, the object. This object can be files, 
hardware, personal data or other content, for example. The subject wants to access this object in 
some fashion. The subject can be a typical user, but particularly in mobile devices it can also be a 
program, as programs are also handled separately: for example a game or flashlight application 
should maybe be stopped from accessing location information, while the map software can be 
allowed to it. 

To access the object, the subject must then make an access request, which may say what kind of 
access is desired: maybe the subject wants to read or set location information, for example. The 
operation may also have parameters that are considered in the access decision.

The access decision is done by a reference monitor, who reads the access control policy in order to 
enforce it. In practice, the reference monitor may be implemented in hardware or software or both, 
as a single module or scattered around the system as multiple components. At this level, though, we 
consider it a single entity. The reference monitor's decisions are based on who the subject is, what 
the object is, and possible attributes of the access request, such as the difference between reading 
and writing to a file. Policies are the rules that express how this information is mapped into an 
access decision.
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Figure 1. Access control decisions are made by a reference monitor.

Access control policy can be expressed and modelled in various ways. One popular example is an 
access control matrix, which has subjects as rows (i), objects as columns (j) and each cell (i,j) 
describes what kind of access subject i is allowed to have on the object j. In large systems, however, 
this matrix will become very sparse, meaning that many of the cells are empty. A more compact 
model, therefore, is the Access Control List (ACL). An access control list can be attached to each 
object, and define what different subjects (or groups of subjects) are allowed to do to that object. 

This approach can be found used in for example Linux and Windows; in Linux file access rights can 
be traditionally specified by the owner (one user), group (a named set of users) or for all other users. 
In addition to this, Linux provides a way to specify permissions more flexibly for additional users 
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or groups; these are called extended ACLs1.

Sometimes the access control lists must be updated, which is to say the system's protection state 
should change, and the system therefore needs a policy for this as well.  In Linux, the file owner and 
root are allowed to change file access rights, for example, new files are owned by their creator 
(ownership can be changed by root), and new users can be added by root. 

If the user is allowed to delegate his/her/its access to another user at his/her/its discretion, the 
access control policy model in use is called Discretionary Access Control (DAC). If the access 
policy is decided centrally and cannot be modified by the users, it is called Mandatory Access 
Control (MAC) instead. Linux users can delegate access to their files to other users, so it is a DAC 
system. In comparison, typical holders of room keys in an office building are not allowed (by 
policy) to give their key to someone else or make copies of it, which the key-and-lock based access 
control to rooms a MAC system.

As a high-level model, Mandatory Access Control involves subjects and objects being assigned 
security labels, and access policy being specified in terms of these labels. For example a subject's 
protection domain (noted in a label) could be ”Accounts”, and the centralized policy could allow it 
to access objects that have been tagged with labels that mark them as relevant for this protection 
domain, say labeled ”Accounts for client A” and ”Accounts for client B”. 

The typical examples of Mandatory Access Control originate from the military, such as the model 
for multi-level security presented in this lecture. In it, documents (objects) are labelled with security 
tags such as Top Secret, Secret, Confidential and Unclassified, and the staff members (subjects) 
have different security clearances: if your clearance (label) is ”Top Secret”, you can read all top 
secret documents and below, but if it is anything below it, you cannot read documents in the 
categories above you (a Confidential-labeled subject cannot read Secret documents, for example). 

What about if someone with Secret clearance reads a Secret document and then copies the content 
to an Unclassified document?

The Bell-LaPadula model for mandatory access control aims to address the information flow issue. 
In Bell-LaPadula, subjects are not allowed to write down or read up. This ensures that information 
flows upwards only, which fulfils the secrecy requirement. Another relevant security requirement is 
for integrity, where the goal is to ensure less trusted objects cannot corrupt more trusted objects. 
This goal is represented by the Low Water-Mark Mandatory Access Control (LOMAC) system.

Figure 2. If root reads from a Low file in LOMAC, its label changes from High to Low too2.

In LOMAC, the goal is to protect low-integrity objects from corrupting high-integrity objects by 
data flowing upwards. For example if a high-labeled process (subject) reads a downloaded file 
(which might be infected, for example), it is no longer allowed to access the high-labeled password 

1 For more information on Linux ACLs, see the POSIX Access Control Lists on Linux whitepaper by Andreas 
Grünbacher from SuSe:  http://turing.suse.de/~agruen/acl/linux-acls/. Thanks to Thomas Nyman for the reference.

2 This image is from the lecture slides, by N. Asokan. 



file (which might cause it to be corrupted/stolen). Therefore in LOMAC, writing down is fine, but 
information from the 'low' integrity category must not be mixed into documents (objects) in the 
'high' integrity category3. In addition to information in files being corrupted, in the case of processes 
the untrusted document being read could affect the execution of the process as well, much like a 
memory bug in a browser could be exploited by suitably forged input (a low-trusted object, 
hopefully) to run malicious code with the user's access rights.

A Chinese Wall is a protection system where objects are divided into conflict classes to avoid 
information flow between conflicting target objects. For example the data related to bank A and the 
data related to bank B might be in conflict, because A and B are competitors and should not know 
about each others' inner workings. If a consultant is hired to deal with A's files, he/she should no 
longer be able to access B's files to avoid information leak. On the other hand, if mobile operators C 
and D form another conflict class, the same consultant is still free to pick up either one. After 
choosing one object from a conflict class, the subject becomes 'tainted' with that and cannot access 
other objects in the same class. Chinese Wall systems have been deployed in commercial settings4.

Principles for creating secure systems

A paper titled ”Computer security technology planning study” by Anderson came out in 19725. It 
was the first paper talking about security systems, and coined the concept of a reference monitor. It 
specified that a reference monitor should be tamper-proof, always involved and small enough to be 
tested. These principles are still valid today.

In another equally well-aged paper, Saltzer and Schröder (1975) define eight principles to follow in 
designing protection systems6. The three principles we will run into in particular are complete 
mediation, least privilege and psychological acceptability. Complete mediation means the same as 
Anderson's note that a reference monitor should be involved in all access control decisions. In other 
words, it should not be possible to bypass the protection system. Least privilege means that subjects 
should be granted access sparingly, just enough to do what they need to get done: as access can be 
misused or fall into wrong hands, the principle of least privilege reduces damages in these 
situations. Consider for example the difference between an attacker gaining control of a process 
running with broad superuser privileges (root) as opposed to a sandboxed process that can only 
access its own configuration files. Psychological acceptability means that the protection system 
should be usable: the user interface should be designed so that users routinely and automatically do 
the right thing – rather than trying bypass it to get on with their interrupted tasks, for example.

Access control for mobile platforms

To understand what mobile platform security is, we must know what a platform is. For the purposes 
of this course, 'platform' means the operating system, the underlying hardware, and any other parts 
of the operating environment.

The needs for platform security come from various sources: mobile network operators, regulators 
and end users. These three actors' interests are not necessarily always fully compatible: a user might 
for example want to tweak their phone to transmit at a higher power to gain higher bandwidth, but 
this would threaten the smooth working of the mobile network. 

The reason why mobile platforms benefit from Mandatory Access Control is that the devices carry 

3 For more information on LOMAC, see for example FreeBSD manual pages on the topic. Thanks to Jukka Ukkonen 
for pointing this out.

4 An example practical implementation of a Chinese Wall is http://www.intapp.com/products/wall-builder. Thanks to 
Thomas Nyman for the link.

5 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/history/ande72.pdf
6 Saltzer & Schroder, 1975: The protection of information in computer systems. 

http://www.acsac.org/secshelf/papers/protection_information.pdf 



and access sensitive resources, some of which not even the device user should affect. In addition, 
the applications come from different sources and should be isolated from each other. Mobile phones 
were long a very closed ecosystem, where all software essentially came preinstalled from the phone 
manufacturer. As the ecosystem has become open, the protection systems must adapt to a more 
challenging environment: for example mobile malware was unheard of just a few years earlier.
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